Despite what you might have heard via memorial masons BRAMM is alive and well and will continue to represent the interests of burial authorities and memorial masons.

Indications of continued success include:

- Burial authorities and masons registering with BRAMM continues to increase
- The recent BRAMM training for masons that was recently advertised was over-subscribed with 24 hours and as a result further courses have been arranged
- A series of regional BRAMM seminars for burial authorities and masons is being arranged. Look out for events near you
- The understanding by burial authorities that they are empowered by legislation to ‘do all such things as they consider necessary or desirable for the proper management, regulation and control of a cemetery’ (Local Authorities Cemeteries Order 1977)
- The increasing realisation that BRAMM is the only independent scheme that has representation for both burial authorities and memorial masons
- The continuing desire of an increasing number of memorial masons and burial authorities that wish to work together for the common good.

If you represent a burial authority considering the adoption of a memorial mason registration scheme please use the above points when reporting to your committee.

BRAMM – The only registration scheme with burial authority representation via ICCM, FBCA and SLCC - All working together with the memorial industry for the common good.

ICCM – Developing and promoting good practice in cemeteries and crematoria